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P-Cube: A New Two-Layer Topology for Data Center Networks
Exploiting Dual-Port Servers
Moeen AL-MAKHLAFI†a) , Nonmember, Huaxi GU†b) , Member, Xiaoshan YU† , and Yunfeng LU† , Nonmembers

SUMMARY Connecting a large number of servers with high bandwidth
links is one of the most crucial and challenging tasks that the Data Center
Network (DCN) must fulfill. DCN faces a lot of difficulties like the effective
exploitation of DC components that, if highlighted, can aid in constructing
high performance, scalable, reliable, and cost-effective DCN. In this paper,
we investigate the server-centric structure. We observe that current DCs use
servers that mostly come with dual ports. Effective exploitation of the ports
of interest for building the topology structure can help in realizing the potentialities of reducing expensive topology. Our new network topology, named
“Parallel Cubes” (PCube), is a duplicate defined structure that utilizes the
ports in the servers and mini-switches to form a highly effective, scalable,
and efficient network structure. P-Cube provides high performance in network latency and throughput and fault tolerance. Additionally, P-Cube is
highly scalable to encompass hundreds of thousands of servers with a low
stable diameter and high bisection width. We design a routing algorithm
for P-Cube network that utilizes the P-Cube structure to strike a balance
among the numerous links in the network. Finally, numerical results are
provided to show that our proposed topology is a promising structure as
it outperforms other topologies and it is superior to Fat-tree, BCube and
DCell by approximately 24%, 16%, 8% respectively in terms of network
throughput and latency. Moreover, P-Cube extremely outperforms Fat-tree,
and BCube structures in terms of total cost, complexity of cabling and power
consumption.
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1.

Introduction

Cloud computing has gained considerable scholarly interest
in many fields. Data Center is the infrastructure of cloud
computing and is the main concern for today’s companies
like Google, Facebook, Yahoo, Microsoft, Amazon, and
other companies. Its operation is fundamental to providing
many online applications such as web mail, search, gaming,
and infrastructure services e.g., Dryad [2], MapReduce [3],
GFS [1], BigTable [4], and HDFS [5]. In addition, those
companies own data centers and host their data and their
users’ data. At the same time, as the need for data centers is
increasing, companies face many problems in dealing with
increasing needs such as material difficulties and financial
burden. Interconnecting the physical DC components is one
of the most crucial and challenging tasks for the Data Center networks (DCNs). Given a largely grown data center
with corresponding increased servers, DCNs must be able
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to interconnect these large number of servers, which could
be as large as millions of servers, by providing adequate
bandwidth to guarantee the quality of cloud services, the
demands for high reliability, flexibility and power density
to ensure that different applications are running effectively.
Thus, the DCNs infrastructure must be developed in order
to be capable of providing the network with all the needed
requirements, which includes a large number of computing
and storage resources as well as architectural design to link
nodes in between them appropriately.
A traditional DCN is constructed in three-layers. In
general, it contains edge, aggregation and core layer switches
in a down-top manner. The internet is connected to the data
center by uplinks coming out of the switches in the core
layer. Given the ever-increasing demands that the traditional
DCNs cannot achieve (e.g., high growth in Internet applications and services, high reliability and high power density).
Also, it has several disadvantages such as high cost, limited
bandwidth, and inflexibility.
Recent proposed studies, such as [6], [7] and [8] attempted to build a high scalability network, however, these
networks may still suffer from the following issues: the network size of Fat-tree [6] is restricted to the number of ports
in the switch. Moreover, one of the main drawbacks is the
fault intolerance at the root switch or the primary node at
the core layer, which could cause the entire tree to collapse.
DCell [7], typically demands more ports for each server.
It has been proven that it provides a high performance in
mega data centers “big band”capacity growth, but when an
incremental approach is being followed, huge inefficiencies
were presented. For example, DCell 0 , DCell 1 , DCell 2 and
DCell 3 will have a four-port switch that is connected to 4
servers, 20 servers, 420 servers (i.e. 21 times), and 176,820
(i.e. 421 times), respectively. The exponential growth in the
required number of servers affected the practicality of the
approach, as being applied for different enterprise data centers. Unfortunately, BCube [8] shares the same problems
besides its incapability in supporting partial networks due
to its topology structure. Its topology structure affects its
ability to getting expanded through incremental approaches
or small footprint nodes.
Exploiting commodity servers coming with dual-port
and commodity switches with multi-ports can result in getting potential advantages that are multifaceted. The advantages include high performance, scalable, reliable, and
cost-effective data center networks (DCNs). The aforementioned advantages make investigating the technical cases to
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be crucial and vital to the research community.
In this paper, we propose P-Cube, a scalable network
for containerized data centers, which exploits the dual-port
servers and the low-cost commodity switches. P-Cube is
constructed by many pods. Each pod contains two types of
servers that differ in terms of network ports. To reduce the
cost of construction, we employ half of the total servers as
the dual-port servers (internal servers). The second half of
the total servers are employed as multi-port servers (external servers) to provide a higher network capacity with high
bisection bandwidth. Conversely, each pod contains two
layers of the switches. On one hand, the first layer (internal switches) enables the connection between the types of
servers. Specifically, there are n internal switches, each of
switch is endowed with n ports for connecting n2 internal and
n
2 external servers within the same pod. On the other hand,
the second layer (external switches) allows the connection
among the external servers in different pods in order to improve the aggregate bottleneck throughput and provide high
degrees of symmetry and regularity, which are paramount
characteristics for the data center networks. In this network
structure, we denote a level-k P-Cube as P-Cubek as it has
nk
2 pods, where (k > 0), and n is the number of an internal switch ports. The total number of servers is given by
3
N = n2k , and it increases doubly with P-Cube levels. For
example, when k = 8 and n = 48, P-Cube can have as many
as 442,368 servers. The diameter of P-Cube is stable and
is equal to 7, in consequence, it can support the real-time
requirements applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the related works. Section 3 describes the construction and structure of P-Cube. Section 4 proposes our routing
algorithm in P-Cube. Section 5 shows a discussion where we
compare P-Cube and other topologies and evaluates P-Cube
to verify our proposed methods. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes
the paper.
2.

Related Works

Recently many different DCN topologies have been developed in order to fit different criteria and purposes. These
topologies can be classified roughly into two classes. The
first class is switch-centric in which routing and networking
are the main responsibilities of the switch e.g. Fat-tree [6],
VL2 [10], FaceBook’s, four-post [14], Google’s Jupiter [15],
Space Shuffle [16], and Diamond [11]. The second class
is server-centric where routing schemes are realized more
effectively by exploiting the amenability of servers in programming more than their counterparts (i.e. switches), such
as ServerSwitch [9]. Note that ports on the server are used
for networking and routing purposes. Typical topologies of
server-centric include DCell [7], BCube [8], FiConn [12],
BCN [17], DCube [18], Hyper-Flatnet [19], MDCube [20],
BCCC [21], GBC3 [23], NovaCube [24], and DPillar [13].
The previous efforts proposed numerous DCNs, however, most of those topologies are not suitable for the container data centers that contain low-cost commodity switches
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and dual-port servers. To satisfy the requirements of such
container data centers, we therefore present FiConn [12],
DCell [7] and BCube [8] for large-scale data centers. On the
other hand, there is a need for ameliorating the bandwidth
bottleneck, as such, we consider the high-end cost switches
at the top levels, i.e., Fat-tree [6] and Leaf-Spine [22] in order
to achieve the desired objective.
Leaf-spine is a DCN topology that is generally composed of two-layer switches, viz., leaf switches, which are
connected to the servers and spine switches, which are connected to the leaf switches. Leaf switches mesh into the
spine to form an access layer, by which the network connection points are delivered for the servers.
Fat-tree network is constructed by using three layers
of switches, these are edge, aggregation, and core. Fattree consists of k pods each containing two layers (first and
second layers) of k2 switches; the first layer of switches (edge)
has k ports, k2 of the ports are connected to k2 servers, while
the remaining k2 ports are connected to the second layer of
switches (aggregation). At the third layer of switches (core),
there are ( k2 ) 2 k-port core switches, where each core switch
uses a port to connect a pod at the second layer. Therefore,
3
Fat-tree supports k4 of servers. Given a typical 48 portswitches can support 27,648 servers.
FiConn is a recursive structure consisting of many lowlevel FiConn’s levels, which are used to create a high-level
FiConn. FiConn0 uses commodity switches associated with
n-ports to connect to n-dual-port servers. The servers in
FiConn have two ports. The first port is an active port that
is used to connect the commodity switch while the second
port is a backup port that can be used to expand the network.
The backup ports are reserved and divided into two halves
in terms of functionality. The first half is used to construct
level1 connections with the other FiConn0 ’s, while the second half is used to construct the higher-level connections.
Typically, in FiConnk−1 with v backup ports, the FiConnk
is built of ( 2v + 1) FiConnk−1 ’s, and the total number of the
servers is equal to Nk = Nk−1 ( N2k−1
+ 1), k > 0.
k
DCell is a recursive structure that consists of many
levels of low-level DCell’s, which are being used to construct
a high-level DCell. DCell0 use commodity switches that are
accompanied by n-ports to connect n servers. With N servers
in DCellk , N + 1 DCellk s are used to construct DCellk+1 .
The N servers in a DCellk are connected to the other N
DCellk s.
BCube is a recursively defined structure like Dcell structure. It is specially designed for modular DCs. BCube’s basic
block is BCube0 and it is the same as DCell0 . BCube uses
commodity switches that come with n-ports to connect n
servers. Constructing BCubek requires using n BCubek−1 ’s,
and nk switches with n-ports, where n ≤ 8.
Finally, we will mention some disparities between our
proposed structure and the previous structures in several aspects as follows: P-Cube utilizes the servers for networking
and routing rather than switches that are being utilized by
Fat-tree. In addition, Fat-tree has three layers of switches,
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Fig. 1 A P-Cube1 with n = 4. The P-Cube1 is composed of 2 pods, each pod is composed of 4 internal
switches, each switch connected to 4 servers and 2 external switches.

but P-Cube has only two. Hence, Fat-tree uses the number of
switches more than P-Cube. For n-port switches, let N be the
total number of the server being utilized. We can observe in
Table 1 that Fat-tree utilizes 5N
n switches, while P-Cube utilizes Nn + (nk), k > 0 switches. Therefore, P-Cube reduces
the cost of switches by approximately 70% compared with
Fat-tree. Moreover, Fat-tree supports a number of servers
that are restricted by the number of switch ports. While
P-Cube extends to a huge number of servers and does not
suffer from these restrictions.
Although FiConn is cheaper than the other structures, it
has significantly low throughput compared to the other four
structures. This is mainly because of the low bisection width
of the incomplete structure. Typically, in FiConn and DCell,
to connect around 4000 servers by using switches with 16ports, we need at least a level-2 compound diagram. Hence,
with an increased number of servers, we need to construct a
higher level to make connections among the servers. Contrariwise, in P-Cube network whatever the increase in the
number of servers, we just require a level-2 compound diagram to connect the servers. The traffic at levels-2 is more
balanced than multi-level; as a result growing the output aggregate bottleneck throughput. More specifically, in FiConn
the links in high-level that are used to interconnect the levels
always load more flows than links in low-level that are used
to connect with switches.
Although P-Cube has some similarities in design with
BCube and DCell, there are some differences. First, the degree of nodes in BCubek and DCellk is k +1, while in P-Cube
the degree of N2 of nodes (i.e. internal servers) is two. As a
result, exploiting existing dual-port on every server reduces
the cost by eliminating the need to add Network Interface
Cards (NICs) for N2 servers. Second, P-Cube wiring costs
less than DCell and BCube, because each N2 nodes (internal

server) uses only two ports. Third, routing in P-Cube outperforms DCell in its capability in making a balanced use of
links at different levels.
3.

Architecture

In this section, we first introduce our P-Cube physical structure, and then we describe how we address the servers and
switches in the Pod.
3.1

P-Cube Physical Structure

P-Cube is a server-centric topology that utilizes servers with
multi NIC ports and mini-switches. We construct our PCube network by using many pods, each pod has two types
of mini-switches. The first type is called “internal switch”,
where every switch have n ports to connect n servers in the
same pod. The other type is called “external switch”, where
2
every switch has n 4×k ports, and this switch is used to connect
the peer servers in the different pods, in which a level-k PCube is denoted as P-Cubek since it has n×k
2 pods, where
k > 0 and n is the number of internal switch ports. The
example shown in Fig. 1 illustrates how P-Cube of different
Pods is being constructed. The Pod is the building block
used in building larger P-Cubek . Each pod has n of internal
switches, and 2 of external switches (n = 4 for P-Cube1 as
in Fig. 1). Typically, n is an even number more than 4 such
as 4, 8, 16..etc.
The procedure of constructing P-Cube is shown in Algorithm 1, where it is divided into two parts. Part I constructs n
nodes and n internal switches and connecting all the nodes to
their designated switch. In addition, an organized manner it
constructs n×k
2 number of pods to build P-Cubek , and building connections for all nodes in the pod. Part II constructs
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Algorithm 1 The procedure of constructing P-Cube network
and building the connections.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:

/*k stands for the level of P-Cube, n is the number of internal switch
ports */
Part-I/* Build Pods in P-Cube k , and build internal connections */
Build Pods (k,n)
for (int p = 0; p < (n/2) ∗ k; p + +)
for (int i = 0; i < n; i + +)
for (int j = 0; j < n; j + +)
connect node ( j ) to switch ( i ) ;
if(i , j)
connect node (p, i, j) and (p, j, i);
if (((i < n2 )and( j ≥ n2 ))or ((i ≥ n2 )and( j < n2 )))
T he node (p, i, j) is an internal server.
else
T he node (p, i, j) is an external server.
End if;
End for;
End for;
End for;
return;
Part-II/* Build the external switches and the external connections */
Build P-Cube (k,n)
for (int N o_p = 0; N o_p < (n/2) ∗ k; N o_p + +)
for (int p = 0; p < N o_p; p + +)
for(int i = 0; i < n; i + +;)
for(int j = 0; j < n; j + +)
if(i< n2 )
int T = N o_p mod ( n2 )
if( j = T )
connect node(p, i, j) to switch (N o_p, T );
else
int B = N o_p mod ( n2 ) + ( n2 )
if( j = B)
connect node(p, i, j) to switch (N o_p, B);
End if;
End for;
End for;
End for;
End for;
return;

n × k number of external switches and building all external
connections among the external nodes to those switches in
several pods.
There are two types of servers in terms of network ports.
The first type is called internal servers, where there are N/2
servers with dual-port. The first port is connected to an
internal switch and the second port is connected to another
internal server in the same pod. The second type is called
external servers, where there are N/2 servers with multiports depending on k, where one of the ports is connected to
an internal switch in the same pod, another port is connected
to another external server if and only if the server_id and
switch_id are not equal (see Algorithm 1, Line 6), and the
rest of the ports are connected with an external switch in
several pods. The parameter N denotes the total number of
3
servers in P-Cube, which is equal to k×n
2 . Consequently,
the total number of internal servers and the total number of
external servers will be equal to N/2 for each of them.

3.2
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Addressing

The internal switches are addressed by (k, p, i), where k
denotes the level of the topology, p denotes the pod number
(in [0, n×k
2 ]), and i denotes the switch number (in [0, n]).
Every pod has two external switches. The first one is at the
top and the second one is at the bottom, in which they are
addressed by (p, T ), (p, B) respectively, where T = p mod
n
n
2 , and B = T + 2 .
The servers in P-Cube are addressed by (p, i, j), where
j denotes the position of that server in that switch (in [0, n]
starting from left to right, top to down). Precisely, the internal servers are addressed by (p, i< n2 , j ≥ n2 ) and (p, i≥ n2 ,
j < n2 ), while the external servers are addressed by (p, i< n2 ,
j < n2 ) and (p, i≥ n2 , j ≥ n2 ) as shown in Algorithm 1 (Line
8-11).
Now we will focus on how we build the connections.
In Algorithm 1 and Fig. 1 an example to illustrate the PCube interconnection rules, when n=4, P-Cube1 has n×k
2 =2
pods. Every pod has 2 external switches, and 4 internal
switches, where every switch is connected to 4 servers. Every pod has 16 servers, 8 of those servers are internal servers,
which are connected to each other according to their own address, connect node (p, i, j) to (p, j, i), where (i , j) (Line
6, 7). By referring to Fig. 1, the internal servers in pod 0
will be (0, 0, 2), (0, 0, 3), (0, 1, 2), (0, 1, 3), (0, 2, 0), (0, 2, 1),
(0, 3, 0), and (0, 3, 1) (Line 8, 9). The remaining 8 servers
are external servers(Line 10, 11), that are connected to external switches in P-Cube according to their own address and
the external switch address, connect node (p, i, j) to switch
(p, T ) or switch (p, B) (Line 25, 29), i f and onl y i f j = T
or j = B (Line 24, 28), respectively, where T = P mod n2 ,
and B = T + n2 . By referring to Fig. 1, the external servers
in pod 0 will be (0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (0, 2, 2),
(0, 2, 3), (0, 3, 2), and (0, 3, 3).
4.

Routing in P-Cube

In this section, we propose our P-Cube Fault-tolerant Routing
scheme (PFR) an optimal, routing solution that effectively
exploits P-Cube structure and can effectively deal with various failures. We start to present a routing protocol without
failures.
4.1

Routing without Failure (P-CubeRouting)

To improve the performance of P-Cube, we designed an efficient shortest-path routing algorithm, which can exploits the
duplicate structure of P-Cube to forward the packet and balances the numerous links in the network. The designed routing algorithm, named “P-CubeRouting”, is shown in Algorithm 2. P-CubeRouting comprises two types of traffic routing in order to route and transmit packets between any pairs
of servers. The first type is intra-pod traffic, where the source
and destination servers are in the same pod. The second type
is inter-pod traffic, where the source and destination servers
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are in different pods. Consequently, Algorithm 2 consists of
three parts, which are marked as an internal switch, an external switch, and the P-CubeRouting. In P-CubeRouting,
we assume that (ps ,i s , js ) and (pd ,i d , j d ) are the source and
destination addresses of a packet. (Line 18) in Algorithm 2
shows how the function P-CubeRouting() route the packets
from any source (ps ,i s , js ) to any destination (pd ,i d , j d ).
For the intra-pod traffic (Line 20), the source server will
check the destination server address of the sending packet.
If the source_server_id equals to the destination_switch_id
(Line 21), then it will check whether the source_switch_id
equals to the destination_server_id (Line 22), i.e. directly
connected to the source server through NIC. If those two
conditions are met, the packet will be sent to the destination
server (Line 23). However, if the second condition is not met
(Line 25), then the source server is directly connected to an
intermediate server via NIC. Consequently, the packet will be
sent to the intermediate server (Line 26). The intermediate
server is also connected to the internal switch (k, pd , i d ).
Then, the intermediate server will forward the packet to the
internal switch (Line 27), which then forwards the packet to
the destination server(Line 29). For example, in Fig. 1, the
shortest path between the two nodes [0,1,2] and [0,2,0], is
([0,1,2], [0,2,1], [0,2,0]).
Otherwise (Line 32), an intermediate link (m1, m2) will
be established between the source and destination servers.
The source server is connected to an internal switch (k, ps ,
i s ). It will, therefore, forward the packet to the internal
switch (Line 33). The internal switch will then forward the
packet to an intermediate server m1 (Line 1-10), which will
consequently send it to an intermediate server m2. Similarly,
m2 is connected to an internal switch (k, pd , i d ), whose
function is to forward the packet to the destination server.
For example, in Fig. 1, the shortest path between the two
nodes [0,0,1] and [0,3,1] is ([0,0,1], [0,0,3], [0,3,0], [0,3,1]).
For the inter-pod traffic (Line 37), P-CubeRouting contains two situations according to the type of the source server.
The first situation is when the source server (ps , i s , js ) is an
external server (Line 38), i.e. source server is directly connected to the external switch through NIC. Hence, it will
forward the packet to an external switch (Line 39) whose
function is forwarding the packet to a server in the same pod
as the destination’s (Line 11-17). Once the packet arrives
at the same pod as its destination, we utilize the intra-pod
traffic to forward the packet to the destination server as illustrated earlier (Line 41). As shown in the following example
in Fig. 1 the shortest path between the two nodes [0,1,0] and
[1,1,3] is ([0,1,0], [0,0], [1,1,0], [1,1,3]).
The second situation is when the source server (ps , i s ,
js ) is an internal server (Line 42,45), i.e. the source server
is connected to the internal switch. The internal switch will
forward the packet to an external server (Line 1-10). Once
the packet arrives at an external server, P-CubeRouting will
treat it as in the first situation of inter-pod traffic until it
reaches the destination (Line 44,48). As shown in the following example in Fig. 1 the shortest path between the two
nodes [0,3,1] and [1,0,2] is ([0,3,1], [0,3,2], [0,2], [1,2,2],

Algorithm 2 P-CubeRouting.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:

/*(ps , is , js ) source server
(p d , i d , j d ) destination server
where (p, i, j) denotes to (pod_id, switch_id, server_id)
respectively, and k denotes the level of the topology */
Part-I/* Routing the packets in the internal switch */
Internal switch (ps , is , js , p d , i d , j d )
if (ps ==p d )
if (is ==i d )
output port number = j d ;
else
output port number = i d ;
else
output port number = i d ;
send packet to the output port
end;
Part-II/* Routing the packets in the external switch */
External switch (p d , i d )
if (i d < n2 )
output port number = p d × n2 +i d ;
else
output port number =(p d × n2 )+(i d - n2 ) ;
send packet to the output port
end;
Part-III/* Routing the packets in a servers */
P-CubeRouting (ps , is , js , p d , i d , j d )
while packet not deliver to (p d , i d , j d ) do
if (ps ==p d )
if (js ==i d )
if (j d ==is )
send packet to node(p d , i d , j d ) ;
Break;
else
Send packet to intermediate node (ps ,js ,is );
send packet to internal switch (k, p d , i d );
Internal switch (ps , js , is , p d , i d , j d );
send packet to node (p d , i d , j d ) ;
Break;
end if
else
send packet to internal switch (k, ps , is );
Internal switch (ps , is , js , p d , i d , j d );
Go to line (18)
end if
else
if (((i s < n2 )and(j s < n2 )) or ((i s ≥ n2 )and(j s ≥ n2 )))
send packet to external switch (p, j);
External switch (p d , i d );
Go to line (18)
else if(((i s < n2 )and(i d ≥ n2 ))or((i s ≥ n2 )and(i d < n2 )))
Send packet to the corresponding node;
Go to line (18)
else
send packet to internal switch (k, ps , is )
Internal switch (ps , is , js , p d , i d , j d )
Go to line (18)
end if;
end if;
end while;
return;

[1,2,0], [1,0,2]).
4.2

P-Cube Fault-Tolerant Routing (DFR)

Network failures affect network performance dramatically.
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Algorithm 3 PFR: P-Cube Fault-tolerant Routing.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:

/* k, n, int.sw, ext.sw and R denotes to the level of the network, the
number of internal switch ports, internal switch, external switch and
the chosen Route respectively, where k ≥1*/
PFT (ps , is , js , p d , i d , j d )
if (sr c. f ail() | |dis. f ail()) then
return null;
else
if (ps ==p d ) then
if (is ==i d ) then
while Int.sw.fail() do
if (((is&d < n2 ) and (js&d < n2 )) or
((is&d ≥ n2 ) and (js&d ≥ n2 )))then
if (src==uni) then
return R0 = src→ext.sw(p x , js )→(p d , j d , i d )→
dis(p d , i d , j d );
else if (dis==uni) then
return R1 = src→(ps , js , is )→ext.sw(p x , j d )→
dis(p d , i d , j d );
else
return R2 = src→ext.sw(p x , js )→(ps , j d , js )→
int.sw(k, ps , j d )→(p d , j d , i d )→dis;
end if;
else
if (src==uni) then
return R3 = src→ext.sw(p x , js )→cluster (v)→
cluster ( j d )→dis(p d , i d , j d );
else if (dis==uni) then
return R4 = src→cluster ( js )→cluster (v) →
ext.sw(p x , j d )→dis(p d , i d , j d );
else
return R5 = src→ cluster ( js )→cluster ( j d ) →
dis(p d , i d , j d );
end if;
end if;
end while;
else
while Link (sr c, dis).fail() do
if (((is&d < n2 ) and (js&d < n2 )) or
((is&d ≥ n2 ) and (js&d ≥ n2 ))) then
return R6 = src→ext.sw(p x , js )→(p d , i d , js )→
Int.sw(k, p d , i d )→dis(p d , i d , j d );
else
return R7 = src→int.sw(k, ps , is )→(ps , is , j w )→
cluster (w) →cluster (id)→dis;
end if;
end while;
end if;
else
while ext.sw (p, jm ).fail() do
if (js == j d == jm ) then
if (k >1) then
return R8 = src→ext.sw(p x , js )→ dis;
else
return R9 = src→int.sw(k,ps ,is )→(ps , is , j v )→
ext.sw(p x , j v )→(p d , i d , j v ) →dis;
end if;
else if (jm == js ) then
return R10 = src→int.sw(k,ps ,is )→(ps , is , j d )→
ext.sw(p x , j d )→dis(p d , i d , j d );
else if (jm == j d ) then
return R11 = src→ext.sw(p x , js )→ (p d , i d , js )→
int.sw(k,p d ,i d ) →dis(p d , i d , j d );
end if;
end while;
end if;
end if;
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In order to deal with these failures in the real-world, we need
to design a fault-tolerant routing scheme for P-Cube network (PFR). PFR takes the network status into consideration
when making decisions of the routing to avoid network overcrowding and to achieve a perfect load balance as shown in
Algorithm 3. PFR addresses three types of failures: internal
switch failure, link failure, and external switch failure. In the
PFR scheme, we call each internal switch (k, p, i) connected
with n servers as a cluster i. In Algorithm 3, we denote the
source and destination addresses as src (ps , i s , js ), and dis
(pd , i d , j d ) respectively. When we have (i = j), we call the
server a unique server, uni (p, i, i).
Internal switch failure happens when the source and the
destination servers are in the same pod and in the same switch
(Line 5, 6). We assume that the internal switch i or port has
failed. Generally, the routing procedure can be divided into
two cases as shown in Algorithm 3. The first case is when
the src and dis servers are external servers (Line 8). We
have three possible situations. The first situation is if src
= uni (Line 9), then the traffic will cross the path Route0.
Second, if dis = uni (Line 11), as a result the traffic will take
the path Route1. Third, if src , uni and dis , uni (Line
13), the traffic will traverse the path Route2.
c




x∈

 c+

k=1
(1)
(k−1)n
2 ,c

+

(k−2)n
2

+ c, ..., c

k > 1,

where c = jz mod n2 , z = s, d
Consequently, the src and dis can directly reach each
other through k external switches. In addition, the external
switch (px, jz ) is preferentially connected with the src or
dis server based on the most available bandwidth, where the
value x can be acquired using (1). From another perspective,
when the external switch (px, jz ) or port fails, its connection
bandwidth can be considered zero, thus the traffic can be
routed via other external switches, where there are k external
switches that can use it to handle the faults in the network.
The second case is when src or dis or both are internal
servers (Line 16). Like the previous case, we have three
possibilities of failure situation. The first possibility is if
src = uni (Line 17) then the traffic will go through the path
Route3. Second, if dis = uni (Line 19), the traffic will take
the path Route4. Consider the case in which the external
switch (px, jz ) or the cluster(v ) connection fails, the traffic
can be routed over other external switches or other clusters,
where the value x can be obtained using (1), since there are
k external switches and ( n2 − 1) clusters that can be used to
deal with the faults in the network. Third, if src , uni and
dis , uni (Line 21), the traffic will pass through the path
Route5.
As for the link failure, it occurs when the source and the
destination servers are in the same pod but are not in the same
switch (Line 26). In this case, we assume the link (src, dis)
fails (Line 27). We will check if src and dis servers are
external servers (Line 28), then the traffic will travel over the
path Route6, where we can get x from (1), since there are
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k external switches. Otherwise, the traffic will traverse the
path Route7. Now we look at the case in which the cluster
(w) connection fails. The traffic can still get to its destination
by passing it over other clusters, as there are (n − 2) clusters
that we can leverage in order to take care of the faults in the
network.
External switch failure arises when the source and the
destination servers are in different pods (Line 35). Our
presumption is that the external switch (px, jm ) or port has
failed (Line 36). The routing scheme can be considered in
two cases as shown in Algorithm 3. The first case is when
the src and dis servers connected by the external servers
(px, jm ) (Line 37). There are two possible situations here:
The first situation is if the level o f the networ k is greater
than 1 (Line 38). That means there are k − 1 of external
switches (px, jm ), that connects the src and dis with each
other, where the value x can be found using (1). then the
traffic will cross Route8 by one of such external switches
(Line 39). Second, if the level o f the networ k is equal
to 1 (Line 40), as a result, the traffic will take the Route9
(Line 41). From another perspective, when the external
switch (px, jv ) or port fails, the traffic still able to reach its
destination by travel it over other external switches, where
there are ( n2 − 1) external switches that can use it to handle
the faults in the network. The second case is when only the
src is connected to the external switch (px, jm ) (Line 43),
the traffic will traverse the Route10 (Line 44). Lastly, when
only the dis is connected to the external switch (px, jm ), in
this case, the traffic will go through Route11.
5.
5.1

Analysis and Evaluation
Comparisons

In this subsection, we compare our proposed P-Cube with
Fat-tree, DCell, Leaf-Spine and Bcube. The analysis of the
basic network parameters of these structures is summarized
in Table 1, where we choose 5 critical metrics to evaluate the
performance of each architecture and the meanings of the 3
metrics are listed as follows:
Network Diameter: The diameter determines the maximum shortest distance (denoted by the number of links)
between all the pair of nodes. In Table 1, we observe that PCube, Fat-tree and Leaf-Spine are outstanding, due to their
stable and relatively small network diameter. In contrast,
DCell, FiConn, and BCube have a big network diameter. Besides, their network diameter grows according to the growing
of layers, as shown in Fig. 2.
Bisection Bandwidth: The network is partitioned into
two equally-sized parts of link capacities, which by adding
both of them, results in obtaining the bisection bandwidth.
It can be used to measure the worst-case network capacity. P-Cube, Fat-tree and Leaf-Spine compared with other
topologies (i.e. DCell, FiConn, and BCube) achieves the best
bisection bandwidth and their bandwidth per server is stable.
Physical Cost and cabling complexity: Here, we compare the cost, the power consumption, and cabling com-

Fig. 2 A comparison of network diameters between P-Cube topology and
other topologies.

plexity of P-Cube with Leaf-Spine, Fat-tree, BCube, DCell.
As the total cost and power consumption of the servers are
the same, we only estimate the cost and power consumption of both the switches and NICs. Based on the formulas
shown in Table 1, we obtain the number of switches and
links in the structures. Note that in Leaf-Spine we have
chosen a non-oversubscription as per an actual industrially
recommended configuration [27], because it uses leaf and
spine switches with the same line speed, making comparisons more straightforward. Firstly, we consider five structures of Data Center using different ports switches to connect
2,048 servers. These structures are configured as follows:
P-Cube structure is P-Cube (16, 1). Fat-tree structure is constructed of three switches layers, where each of the layers 1
and 2 contains 256 16- port switches and layer 3 contains 128
16-ports switches. The Leaf-Spine structure is composed of
two switches layers, where the first layer contains 64 64port switches and the second layer contains 16 128-ports
switches. BCube structure is a part of BCube2 constructed
of 8 full BCube1 s, where (n = 16). DCell structure is a part of
DCell2 constructed of 8 DCell1 s. In this setup, P-Cube employs 128 16-ports internal switches and 16 64-ports external
switches; it also uses 3 NICs ports for each of the half of the
servers (external servers) and 2 NICs ports for each of the
second half of the servers (internal servers). Leaf-Spine uses
64 64-port switches in Leaf layer and 16 128-ports switches
in Spine layer; it also uses 1 NIC ports for each server. The
remaining three structures, i.e., Fat-tree, Bcube and DCell
utilize 640, 512 and 136 16-ports switches as well as 1, 3
and 3 NICs ports for each server, respectively.
Then, we construct P-Cube, Fat-tree, Leaf-Spine,
BCube, and DCell to connect the 4,096, 8,192 and 16,384
servers, respectively. In a word, the whole configuration of
these structures and network components (i.e., the amount
and ports of the switches) is portrayed in Table 3.
Table 2 shows the price and power consumption of the
network components (i.e., switches and NICs) used in the
data centers [8], [25], [26]. We obtain the costs and power
consumption (shown in the table) from the existing commer-
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A comparison between P-Cube architecture and other network architectures.

Table 1
Diameter
P-Cube
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BCube[8]
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k+1
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N
n

n3
4
1 2k
1
)
−
2
2, <
n k+1

≥

k

(n + 1) 2 − 1

n1 ×N e
2
n 2k
(( 4 ) × 2 k+2 )

n1 is the number of ports on a leaf switch, Ne is the total number of leaf switches.

Table 2

Cost and power consumption of switch and NICs [8], [25], [26].

Ports

Cost($)

Power(W)

Switch [25], [26]

P ≤ 128
P = 256
P = 512

20 per port
10922
65532

2 per port
622
2490

NIC [8]

1
2
4

5
10
20

5
7.5
10

cial components and also the laboratory pro-type, which can
be changed with the adoption of novel technology. They
would be understood as approximations to real values.
Table 3 summarizes the construction costs and power
consumptions of both the switches and the NICs, in addition
to the number of the wires of the four networking structures
for a data center with 2048, 4096, 8192, and 16384 servers.
Note that in the aforementioned settings, DCell and BCube
structures are incomplete, consequently, there is need for
constructing partial structures.
Moreover, Fig. 3(a) shows that compared to Fat-tree and
BCube, P-Cube, Leaf-Spine and DCell use less number of
links, regardless of the data center size. In addition, the number of links used in P-Cube is less than that of Leaf-Spine and
DCell, this is because half of the servers in P-Cube structure
(internal servers) are endowed with only dual ports irrespective of the network size, as explained in Sect. 3.1. Hence,
P-Cube dramatically reduces the complexity of cabling, particularly for large container data centers. Furthermore, as
illustrated in Table3 and Fig. 3(b), PCube and DCell outperform Fat-tree, Leaf-Spine, and BCube in terms of the
construction costs of both the switches and the NICs, regardless of the size of the data center. However, PCube,
Leaf-Spine, and DCell outperform Fat-tree and BCube in
terms of the power consumption of both the switches and the
NICs as shown in Fig. 3(c).
5.2

Evaluation

In this subsection, we conduct simulations utilizing OPNET
simulator to evaluate the performance of P-Cube network using the proposed P-CubeRouting algorithm. However, there
are several measurements to evaluate the DCN topology,

here we will focus on two important measurements: network throughput and latency (ETE delay). The definition of
ETE delay is the time spent to send packets from the source
node to the destination node, which includes a processing
delay, a transmission delay, a propagation delay, and the
queuing delay. The definition of offered load is the number
of packets per second injected into the network. The definition of throughput is the number of the packets arrived at
the destinations in a duration of time, where with increasing
the offer lode, the latency will decrease until load reaches
the end of limitation of that network could afford, which is
called its saturation point.
In the simulations, the network of P-Cube is set to 432
servers, with n=6 and k=4. DCell network is set to 420
servers, with n=20 and k=1. The BCube network is set to
400 servers. Fat-tree network is set to 432 servers, with 12
pods. For the packet size is set to 4096 bits, and we set the
link bandwidth to 10 Gbps.
We illustrate the packet delay. As shown in Fig. 4(a),
in around 1.8 µs, P-Cube ensures very low delay until the
offered load of 0.81. While reaching this load, the network
becomes saturated and the packet delay increases noticeably
from 1.8 microseconds to around 0.08 ms. Comparing with
DCell, BCube and Fat-tree networks illustrates ETE delay
of DCell, BCube, and Fat-tree saturates at 0.73, 0.65, and
0.57 of the offered load respectively. We observe P-Cube
saturates of offered load higher 8%, 16%, and 24% than
structures DCell, BCube and Fat-tree respectively.
We then evaluate the throughput. As shown in Fig. 4(b),
P-Cube achieved a high throughput of about 4.3 T bps, with
the offered load of 3 µs. After this load, the throughput
increases slightly. Comparing with DCell, BCube, and Fattree networks in the same offered load of 3 µs, the achieved
throughput is about 2.53 T bps, 2.51 T bps, and 2.07 T bps
respectively.
5.3

Summary

P-Cube significantly minimizes the required numbers of
switches and wires compared to Fat-tree, and BCube. In
consequence, P-Cube structures largely reduce the complexity of cabling compared to other structures, especially for
large container data centers. Moreover, P-Cube extremely
outperforms Fat-tree, and BCube structures in terms of the
total cost and the power consumption. In addition to these
benefits, P-Cube considerably outperforms Fat-tree, BCube,
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Table 3 Cost, power consumption, and wiring comparison of different networking structures with
different data centers sizes.

Servers
No.

Structures

Cost(k$)
Switch
NIC

Power(kw)
Switch
NIC

No. of links

Switches No :
amount (ports)

2048

Fat-tree
Leaf-Spine
BCube
DCell(2,176)
P-Cube(16,1)

204.8
122.8
163.8
43.5
61.4

10.2
10.2
40.9
43.5
30.7

20.5
12.3
16.4
4.3
6.1

10.2
10.2
20.5
21.8
17.9

6144
4096
6144
4352
4032

L1, L2=256(16), L3=128(16)
L1 = 64(64), L2 = 16(128)
512(16)
136(16)
128(16)1 , 16(64)2

4096

Fat-tree
Leaf-Spine
BCube
DCell(4,080)
P-Cube(16,2)

409.6
245.7
245.7
81.6
163.8

20.5
20.5
81.9
81.6
61.4

40.9
24.6
24.6
8.2
16.3

20.5
20.5
40.9
40.8
35.8

12288
8192
12288
8160
10112

L1, L2=512(16), L3 = 256(16)
L1 = 128(64), L2 = 32(128)
768(16)
255(16)
256(16)1 , 32(128)2

8192

Fat-tree
Leaf-Spine
BCube
DCell(8,448)
P-Cube (32,1) 8 pods

819.2
677.1
1802
168.9
204.8

40.9
40.9
163.8
168.9
122.8

81.9
52.6
180.2
16.9
20.5

40.9
40.9
81.9
84.5
71.7

24576
16384
32768
16896
14208

L1, L2=512(32), L3 = 256(32)
L1 = 128(128), L2 = 32(256)
5632(16)
264(32)
256(32)1 , 16(128)2

16384

Fat-tree
Leaf-Spine
BCube
DCell(16,896)
P-Cube (32,1)

1638
1354
2293
337.9
677

81.9
81.9
327.7
337.9
245.7

163.8
105.3
229.4
33.8
52.6

81.9
81.9
163.8
168.9
143.3

49152
32,768
65536
33792
32512

L1, L2=1024(32), L3 = 512(32)
L1 = 256(128), L2 = 64(256)
7168(16)
528(32)
512(32)1 , 32(256)2

1 Internal switches, 2 External switches.

Fig. 3

Cost and power consumption comparison of different data center networks with several servers.

Fig. 4

A comparison of ETE delay and throughput between P-Cube topology and other topologies.
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and DCell structures in terms of network throughput and
ETE Delay, where the maximum throughput of P-Cube is
about twice of Fat-tree. Based on the above analysis, we
can observe that the P-Cube structure is more suitable for
constructing large-scale data center networks with low cost
and power consumption.
6.

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel server-centric structure for
data centers named P-Cube that provides high performance,
scalability, fault tolerance, reliability, and low-cost networks.
P-Cube eliminates the need to use high-end switches by exploiting the built-in dual-port configuration found in most
data center servers. Further, the utilization of commodity
switches and servers make P-Cube a low-cost structure. PCube also provides a higher network capacity with a high bisection width and a low stable diameter. It can accommodate
hundreds of thousands of nodes, which proves that P-Cube
can provide high scalability. The specially designed routing
scheme (P-CubeRouting and DFR) aid P-Cube to realize its
maximum theoretical performance and balance the numerous links in the network. At last, we provided numerical
results that show our topology is better than other topologies
in the literature, such as Fat-tree, BCube and DCell, on the
basis of network throughput and latency. Furthermore, the
total cost, complexity of cabling and power consumption of
Fat-tree and BCube structures are significantly higher than
our structure.
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